
 Evidence of prehistoric human activity in the Gortmaconnell townland,
County Fermanagh

Outline
This  report  was  commissioned  by  Richard  Watson,  director  of  the  Marble  Arch  Caves  Global
Geopark and compiled by Magdalena Kluj. It compliments ongoing archaeological surveys in the
Burren-Marlbank and Cuilcagh Mountain areas. Gortmaconnell townland is situated on the upland
area of the Marlbank in western Fermanagh, to the northern of Cuilcagh Mountain. The Marlbank
is  an extensive area of  limestone mud-mounds,  dominated by karst  landforms.  Gortmaconnell
townland  follows  the  Owenbrean  River  valley  northwards  from  the  lower  slopes  of  Cuilcagh
Mountain to Gortmaconnell Rock and the Owenbrean’s sink at Pollasumera. The valley is largely
covered with blanket bog, and in late summer the prehistoric remains protrude from a sea of
purple heather. 

The geology of the area has doubtless had a role to play in the habitation of this area. Not only
does the limestone bedrock provide fertile and well-drained farmland, erratic sandstone boulders
provide freestone for  constructing  walls,  huts,  and other  monuments.   The major  sink  of  the
Owenbrean River,  and a number of other springs and sinks in the valley may also have had a
practical purpose (water supply) and ritual significance (symbolising perhaps birth and death, or
making connections to an Underworld). The area of study is on the contact area of the younger
Glenade sandstone and a variety of older limestones of the Dartry Limestone Formation.  The
members of  this  formation are mixed soluble limestones and insoluble mudstones,  shales and
chert, all considerably disrupted by faulting. This accounts for the multiple small sinks and risings.
The dolerite Cuilcagh dyke runs northwest-southeast through the area, outcropping in the banks of
Owenbrean  River.  The  erratic  sandstone  boulders  are  likely  from  the  Glenade  and  Doobally
sandstones on Cuilcagh Mountain, though identifying the type requires further investigation. The
sandstone  boulders  were  deposited  as  the  ice  retreated  at  the  end  of  the  last  (Midlandian)
glaciation.  Since  then  solution  of  the  surrounding  limestone  has  left  the  sandstone  boulders
resting on pedestals of limestone bedrock. 



Previous research
Four sites are recorded in the townland on the Northern Ireland State Monument Record:

FER243:008 - Rath
29U 0578192E 6012651N
A platform rath recorded in 1979. Located on the summit of a limestone mud-mound, a bank and a
ditch bound an interior space which is 29m north-south and 32m east-west. It has been slightly
damaged by the road construction. 

FER243:035- Cairn
29U 0578196E 6010951N
A cairn, roughly oval in shape 15m east-west by 10m north-south. Has a possible kerb, but is badly 
disturbed. Although recorded in the NISMR as of uncertain prehistoric period, this research has 
uncovered two boulders with rock art associated with the cairn (G024a and G025).

FER243:036 – two booley huts and a curvilinear boundary
29U 0578055E 6010989N
This site is recorded as two booley huts and a curvilinear boundary. The huts are small and quite
disturbed and located at the western end of the wall. The wall runs for approximately 65m, and is
up to 1m high. It is difficult to follow and may be part of a larger enclosure. 

FER243:037-  booley hut
29U 0578501E 6011325N
Recorded as a booley hut, 4m in diameter, in the shelter of a rock outcrop and with a field of good
ground around it.
 
The townland’s archaeology was also explored by Gabriel Burns and Jim Nolan during their Burren-
Marlbank survey (Burns and Nolan, forthcoming). They recorded numerous old walls, lime kilns,
and lazy beds, and surveyed seven different hut sites:  

Gt001
29U 0578196E 6011029N
Hut.

Gt002 (corresponds with FER243:037) 
Booley hut 5.5m by 3.8m externally, 3.8m by 2m internally.

Gt003 – hut
29U 0578059E 6011725N
Rectangular hut; 11.5m by 3.0m externally,  10.3m by 2.1m internally.

http://apps.ehsni.gov.uk/ambit/Details.aspx?MonID=10858
http://apps.ehsni.gov.uk/ambit/Details.aspx?MonID=10859


Gt004 – hut
29U 0578580E 6012137N
Circular hut.

Gt005 – hut
29U 0578490E 6012193N
Rectangular hut. 6.6m by 3m externally, 5.3m by 1.7m internally.

Gt006 – hut
29U 0578503E 6012206N
Booley hut 3.9m by 3.2m externally, 2.6m by 1.7m internally.

Gt007 – hut
29U 0578469E 6012206N
Booley hut 5.7m total length; 4.4m externally

Lime kiln 1
29U 0578291E 6011896N
Lime kiln 2
29U 0578435E 6011923N
Lime kiln 3
29U 0578444E 6012467N
Split stone 
29U 0578230E 6012016N
Standing stone 1 -  fallen
29U 0577999E 6010234N
Standing stone 2
29U 0577998E 6010296N
Standing stone 3
29U 0577998E 6010358N
Standing stone 4
29U 0577996E 6010358N



Map of sites in Gortmaconnell townland, from Burns and Nolan (forthcoming).



Archaeological evidence
This report covers the first phase of visual investigation using non-invasive research techniques.
During this phase several types of evidence of prehistoric human activity were recorded and all
records  entered  in  a  catalogue.  The  catalogue  of  monuments  includes  ground  and  aerial
photography and the  recorded  GPS  coordinates  for  each  monument.  Additionally  a  matrix  of
boulder monument features was created to allow rapid comparisons. During the field work 26
boulder monuments were discovered, including pedestal boulders, propped boulders, a standing
stone, and boulders with rock art and sculpting. All the monuments are made out of sandstone
rock. 

Description of monument types discovered:

Cairn – a cairn is a stone structure of varying degrees of complexity and purposes. They can be
built  as  markers,  burial  monuments,  ceremonial  structures,  and may sometimes be related to
astronomy.  Prehistoric  cairns  often  have  a  kerb  which  revets  the  cairn  at  its  base;  boulder
monuments can also have associated kerb features. Flanking stones may be associated with cairns,
perhaps forming court features. 



Standing stone – stones placed on their long axis. Usually they are secured in that position by a
socket of supporting stones. Sizes and shapes of standing stone vary. There is one example of a
standing stone near an enclosure, Gt020 shown in the photo below.

Boulder monuments – these are a newly identified type of prehistoric monument (see Burns and
Nolan, forthcoming; Shepherd, 2013). They comprise large boulders modified in a variety of ways.

Propped  boulders:  these  are  created  by  the  insertion  of  one  or  more  chock  stones/wedges
between the bedrock and the boulder to elevate it or set in a required position. Propped boulders
can  occur  naturally  during  glacial  deposition,  but  they  are  usually  less  neat  and  appear  very
coincidental.  Gt033 is a great example of a propped boulder presented in the photo below.



Pedestal boulders – these are created by placing the boulder on a rock pedestal or modifying the
pedestal that the boulder was found on by cutting back the pedestal or cutting the pedestal from
underneath the boulder to create a chamber. Pedestals occur naturally on limestone bedrock. An
interesting feature of the Gortmaconnell pedestal boulders is that a number have been displaced
from their pedestals. The photograph below, of Gt016, shows an excellent example of a limestone
pedestal with a sandstone boulder on top in which a chamber has been cut out of the pedestal,
the horizontal section of the ruler points to the chamber.

Sculpted and rock art boulders – the type of rock art found in this area is called Atlantic rock art
and it is found mainly on open-air rock faces and boulders; it is thought to range from the Neolithic
to  the  Bronze  Age.   Atlantic  rock  art  is  predominately  made up  of  cups  and rings  in  various
combinations. Rock sculpting is harder to identify as they look very natural and they tend to follow
the natural shape of the boulder. They tend to be located on tops, corners and edges (see Burns
and  Nolan,  forthcoming).  A  sculpted  boulder  can  show  combinations  of  ridges,  hollows  and
channels. One of the best examples of rock art can be found on Gt010.



Split  Stone –  this  is  a  boulder from which one or more slabs  have been removed to create a
workable fresh face on the rock, or to create an overhang on the boulder. Percussion marks are
sometimes left on the boulder as a result of an intentional split. Removed slabs could be used to
create a flat table-like boulder, or positioned as a side-stone to the main boulder. Gt019 has been
split, the photograph below left shows the fresh face; the photograph on the right shows the detail
of percussion marks.

Booley huts – it is likely that these are misidentified, as the Marlbank farmers would never have
lived so far from their flocks’ pasture that they needed to move with their flocks into the summer
upland grazing areas.  It is more likely that these foundations are of prehistoric origin, although the
possibility that they were reused in later periods cannot be ruled out without excavation.  

Enclosure (FER243:035) with two booley huts (A, B), standing stone Gt020 (C) and Gt030 (D).



Relict stone walls and enclosures – these structures may be curvilinear (walls) or fully enclose a
subcircular area (enclosures), and are often of indeterminate age and use. Higher, straighter and
better maintained walls are usually modern in origin, but it is possible that some modern walls
follow much older boundaries. 

References
Burns, G. and Nolan, J., forthcoming, Burren-Marlbank: a prehistoric monumental landscape.
Shepherd, D., 2013, ‘Propped stones: the modification of natural features and the construction of
place, time and mind’, The Journal of Archaeology, Conciousness and Culture, 6(3):263-286.
The Northern Ireland Sites and Monuments Record (NISMR) website - 
http://appsc.doeni.gov.uk/ambit/Default.aspx



Map of the Gortmaconnell townland with previous and recent discoveries.



Gortmaconnell townland monument catalogue

The  Gortmaconnell  townland  catalogue  provides  location  information  and  descriptions  for  all
recorded monuments in this area. It will be updated accordingly with new research developments
and results. Monuments are logged with G referring to the Gortmaconnell townland, and then a
sequential number. This type of numbering continues the system introduced to this area by Burns
and Nolan (DATE), and so the catalogue begins at monument number Gt008. Where monuments
are so close together that recorded points would be overlaying one another or where they can be
directly associated with each other the letters “a”, “b”, “c” etc. are added after the number to
distinguish individual monuments. Each catalogued monument has been photographed. 

Catalogue

Entry format
Monument number
Coordinates (UTM WGS84)
Description

Gt008
29U 0577998E 6010923N
Split sandstone boulder with possible percussion marks along the edges. It is part of an alignment 
with Gt010, Gt014 and Gt015.

 

Gt008 with Gt015 and Gt014 in the background.



Gt009
29U 0578195E 6010806N
A “druid's chair” created by spitting a sandstone boulder. Percussion marks visible, and it has a 
possible kerb.

Gt010
29U 0578004E 6010945N
Boulder propped with sandstone chock. Rock art and sculpting present on the surface of the 
boulder: cup marks, rosettes and ridges. Boulder split naturally along inherent weaknesses, 
evidenced by cup marks on the broken part. Boulder has been displaced/tipped from its original 
position. Boulder has a rusty colour underneath, which may have been a factor in selecting the 
boulder to decorate with rock art. Gt014, Gt015 and Gt008 are in alignment with Gt010 and this 
alignment requires further investigation. 



Gt011
29U 0577992E 6010963N
Sculpted sandstone boulder with curved ridge. Boulder is now part of a short wall of younger date 
made from sandstone quarried from freestone. No visible prop or pedestal but boulder placed 
meticulously to create an overhang.

Gt012
29U 0578002E 6010942N
Propped sandstone boulder on a limestone pedestal. The pedestal has been cut back to create an 
overhang. It is part of a sandstone wall 7.5m long. Wall includes three large boulders within it, and 
ends at hut Gt028.



Gt013
29U 0577998E 6010930N
Sandstone boulder with a limestone pedestal with sculpted ridge. Boulder was split to create an 
overhang (Gt015 may be the removed piece). The top of the boulder is sculpted creating a ridge. 
Boulder has been moved from its pedestal.

Gt014
29U 0578000E 6010937N
Flat boulder that is part of an alignment with Gt010, Gt008 and Gt015.

Gt014 with Gt015 and Gt008 in background.



Gt015
29U 0577999E 6010924N
Possible split from Gt013, and possibly part of an alignment with Gt010, Gt008 and Gt014.

Gt016
29U 0577984E 6010938N
Sandstone boulder on a limestone pedestal. Pedestal has been cut back to create an overhang of 
the boulder, and a channel has been cut through the pedestal.

Gt017ab
29U 0577952E 6010924N
Gt017a is a split sandstone boulder on a limestone pedestal with a sandstone chock placed 
centrally. Boulder has been disturbed by a tree.
Gt017b is a smaller boulder, probably split from Gt017a. Gt017b rests on a limestone slab, which 
has been worked. Its association with Gt017b is presently unclear, but it may have functioned as a 
pedestal for Gt017b.  



Gt018
29U 0577961E 6010925N,
Sandstone boulder displaced from its limestone pedestal.

Gt019
29U 0577972E 6010961N,
Sandstone boulder on a limestone pedestal. It has been split to create an overhang, percussion 
marks are visible.



Gt020
29U 0577999E 6010996N,
Standing stone. Boulder propped from the side with one limestone chock and one sandstone 
chock.

Gt021
29U 0578022E 6011033N,
Sandstone boulder on a limestone pedestal. Centre piece of an enclosure. Beside the boulder is a 
modified limestone pedestal with three worked faces, and a chamber cut out of it. This pedestal 
does not have a sandstone boulder on it therefore it appears unfinished. This site raises many 
interesting questions and requires further study and assessment. 



Gt022
29U 0578169E 6010994N,
Flat sandstone boulder, possibly a table boulder. One of two (Gt022 and Gt023) table boulders in 
this area closest to the spring/pond. It is possibly a flanking stone of the cairn (FER 243:035). The 
stone may be naturally flat or split from a larger boulder.

Gt023
29U 0578180E 6010974N
Flat sandstone boulder creating a table, one of two (Gt022 and Gt023) table boulders in this area. 
It is possibly a flanking stone to the cairn (FER 243:035). It is uncertain whether it is a split slab or 
was naturally flattened. 

Gt023 with Gt032in the background.



Gt024ab
29U 0578152E 6010959N
Pair of flat boulders in the cairn previously recorded as FER 243:035.  
Gt24a is a sandstone boulder with cup marks on top, and ripple marks on the side.
Gt24b is a flat sandstone boulder and may be set deliberately in association with Gt24a.

Gt025
29U 0578155E 6010954N
Sandstone boulder with cup marks and sculpting. Boulder sits on a limestone pedestal with a 
sandstone chock. Chamber created underneath the boulder by the actions of cutting the pedestal 
and placing the chock. It may form a flanking stone, or even be part of a kerb or court feature to 
the cairn (FER 243:035). Requires further investigation and aerial photography.



Gt026
29U 0578105E 6012190N
Sandstone boulder with an associated limestone pedestal. Boulder appears to have been moved 
from its pedestal.

Gt027
29U 0577981E 6010913N
Flat sandstone boulder, requires further investigation and aerial photography. 

Gt028
29U 0578003E 6010939N
Small sandstone enclosure possibly a hut. Part of a 7.5m long sandstone wall which includes Gt012

The relict wall with Gt012 in the end of it.The small enclosure/hut.



Gt029
29U 0578021E 6010991N
Sandstone boulder on a limestone pedestal which has a slab removed to create an overhang. It is a
central piece of a large sandstone enclosure. Directly behind the boulder towards the south there 
are two small huts previously recorded as FER 243:036. The whole area is covered with a 
substantial amount of vegetation.

Gt030
29U 0578005E 0611007N
Large sandstone boulder in a sandstone wall forming a large enclosure. The enclosure wall is at 
least 18.5m long, and is also incorporated in SMR reference FER243:036.

Gt029 with one of the booley huts visible in background.



Gt031
29U 0578142E 6010963N
Sandstone boulder with percussion marks. Boulder is possibly a flanking stone of the cairn 
(FER243:035). 

Gt032
29U 0578153E 6010981N
Boulder is possibly a flanking stone of the cairn (FER243:035).

Gt031 with cairn FER243:035 in background.

Gt032 with the cairn in background.



Gt033
29U 0578187E 6011905N
The “pointing stone” beside the Gortmaconnell track. It is a sandstone boulder split and propped 
with a sandstone chock. It has been shaped, and several lithic percussion marks are visible on the 
edges of the boulder.  Compare its shape with that of the capstone of the Calf House Dolmen in 
the Cavan Burren. 

Gt034
29U 0578093E 6010778N
Split sandstone boulder with lithic percussion marks, requiring further study.



Conclusions
This report shows a greater extent of prehistoric human activity in Gortmaconnell townland than
had been previously reported.  In addition it  has proved to be a complex area needing further
detailed investigation. Some interesting aspects have been observed about boulder monuments:

•Three cupmarked boulders were recorded, and two boulders with sculptings.

•A worked pedestal has been discovered with no covering boulder - was the boulder 
removed to allow the working of the pedestal and not replaced, or has a boulder 
monument lost its boulder at some later date?

•Several disturbed boulder monuments have been identified, most likely during later 
phases of inhabitation of the townland; this raises the question of how many boulder 
monuments on the Marlbank were destroyed for freestone?

The major difficulty faced by the investigation was the deep vegetation cover, and it is thought that
visits  over  the  winter  time may bring  to  light  new archaeology  when the  vegetation  cover  is
thinner. Further non-invasive research is planned, with Gaby Burns, to study the new details of the
prehistory  of  the  Marlbank  that  this  work  has  exposed.  Additional  aerial  photography  was
requested as two areas were not yet photographed due to bad weather. The catalogue will be
updated with new observations and new discoveries, and will be made available to the Marble
Arch Caves Global Geopark.


